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Paine has caught something of Mark
Twain's way. But there is nothing Imitative about him. This is, on the contrary, an almost artlessly frank narrative of the author's own sensations and
delights. It makes very pleasant readIns;.
There are halftones In it from
photographs' of some of the scenes and
buildings visited, but the illustrations
also Include some sprightly sketches
fitted to the more personal side of the
'
book.
"The Mediterranean Cruise" is a guidebook pure and simple, Close packed with
Information arranged with careful reference to the practical needs of the traveller. For a volume* not at all bulky it
It conIk wonderfully comprehensive.
tains a number of excellent illustrations
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those bonks. No day life than' literature or music painting tion, from that of the present day.
liau 0 lovely garden, and unmistakably woman Irespect read
reads them," he said, or sculpture, poetry or history. A hundred Throughout this immense period form sucthese two American occupants lived a
years ago the ordinary man of cultivation ceeds form, type succeeds type, in obedificlightful life with their flowers and putting bis band -upon the hand of a
lady who was pausing in her choice had to know something of these last sub- ence to laws of evolution, of progress and
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s !>%• pf tbe profitable excursions to be and
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writings wit-i a growing impression thai
tendency
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lrlend and on sony study of the litera- plough,
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him worth farm with
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among
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while. As a collector of information he sabots.
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his research are pet forth in a clear. the
mot!
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manner.
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recites his tinued my way toward Paris. When my thai which would treat history henceforth c*i>tanation.
took the cow to the field she found mere!) as one branch of scientific study,
The Meaning of "New Species."
historical passages with no attempt at mother,
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agree that acBefore illustrating these types, let us
fine writing, and in the long run this Hut when she called me and 1 did not an- we most of course cordially
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appreciation
in
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W|ien she of their relative worth and Interrelationship In the changes, the development and exto search for my boots.
teresting. The chapters which bring the Kan
was tired of looking for them she slat down are just as necessary in historical study as tinction,
of species we must remember that
subject down from Sicilian origins to the In a corner of th*» chimney and cried a in any other kind of study. The fact that
long time.
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exploits «t <sariba!di and the conditions
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\u25a0 book, though Interesting, is untrue
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of volumes which deal with new in the sense ibat its ancestors
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entertaining action. But the converse also peared later on the globe's surface than
r.orrtio topics, of Sicilian literature, music William Chetwynd, "Examiner of all holds,
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of any old
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ness the chief points of interest. There the following comedy, called 'The School elementary fact, that a book which is writnow livingmust necessarily trace Its ancesare many good halftones from photo- for Scandal,' meet the approbation of ten to be read should be readable.
This tral descent back through countless gengraphs in the book and there is a useful the Lord Chamberlain, we shall have it rather obvious truth seems to have been erations, through ;eons of time, to the
performed at the Theatre Royal, In forgotten by some of the more zealous sci- early stages of the appearance of life on
TOP p.
Drury Lane, May 7th, 1777. R. B. Sheri- entific historian.*, who apparently bold that the globe. All that we mean by a "new"
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'n this book, but he takes all of his ex- Again, it contains Sheridan's alterations, school of grea4 historians, the school
the other ctjM M changes into something
notably
combining of the character part Polyhluf and Tacitus, Gibbon and Macaulay, different
The huße tttanotbers and the
periences with a smile, Bad on many of Of Ml.*? the
Verjuice5 with that of Lady Sneerneed merely that the future writers of small three-toed hoTM hotb existed at what
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above
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person; 1 companies
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written by Sir George have made those men great, shall also util- the worlds history, back In the middle of
and «"hetv.
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!>tember 1<», 1&3I. in which
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facts and new methods which the mammalian age. Both arc extinct in
the quaintly v! >\u25a0\u25a0( statement Is made: "This ize the new
things without aactaa; them, and Iam Is
the identical copy of 'The School for science has put at their disposal. Dryneaa the same sense that each ha« completely
No disappeared,
which was transmitted by a Mr. Is not in Itself \u25a0 measure of value.
and that nothing like either
%fraid to Eteal from the guidebook—un- Scandal' to
my grandfather,
William~diet-.
'
"scientific" treatise about -St. Louis williiis:la to bo found In th» world today. But
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mtelU^eutly. Imean." * Obviously. MrL Sheridan
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The Invasion Through Panama.
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Destruction in South America.
Then, for no reason that we can assign,
destruction -fell on this fauna. All the
great and terrible creatures died out, the
same fate befalling the Ranged representatives of the old autochthonous fauna ana
the descendants of the migrants that had
come down from the north. Ground sloth
and glyptodon, sabre-tooth, horse and mastodon, and all the associated
animals of
large size, vanished, and South America,
though still retaining Its connection with
North America, once again became a land
with a mammalian life small and weak
compared to that of North America and
the Old World. Its fauna la now marked,
for instance, by the presence of medium
sized deer and cats, foxlike wolves and
small camel-like, creatures, as well as by
the presence of small armadillos, sloths
and ant-eaters.
In other words. it includes
diminutive representatives of the giants of
the preceding era, both of the. giants among
the older forms of mammalia and of the
Slants among the new and Intrusive kinds.
The change was widespread and extraordinary, and with our present means of Information it is wholly Inexplicable. There
was no lea age., and it it« hard to imagine
any cause which would account for the
extinction of bo many species of. huge or
moderate bize, while smaller representative^ and here and there medium elzea
representatives, of many of them were left.

Analogies in Human Societies.
Now. as to all of these phenomena in the
evolution of species, there are, if not homologles, at least ««rtaiu anftloflea. In the
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